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STARS OF THE WEEK
Luke Harrison PE for consistently showing a
mature attitude towards learning.
Ben Dickson English for his performance of
our class limerick
Alfie Sanderson Personal Development for
taking part in class discussions
Sean Pollard Maths for fantastic engagement
in all lessons.
Harry Muprhy Computing for excellent effort
in his coding
Rebecca Maxwell PE for showing great
determination in football lessons
Lewis Lyon Computing for a brilliant start to
coursework
Leighton Temple Food for fantastic effort in
recipe trials
Lewis Lyon Construction for giving 100% effort
in all lessons and making a fantastic start on
coursework
Jake Cadman Art for hard work and
perseverance
Zac Forsyth Maths for hard work in all lessons
Lewis Lyon Maths for keeping on task and not
giving up
Lloyde Durney Hair and Beauty for an
excellent start to this subject
Leighton Temple Sport for an improved
attitude towards learning.
Brandon Hutchison Personal Development for
overcoming his fears and working really hard
Megan Pilcher Art for fantastic shading skills

Brilliant work everybody!

GOOD NEWS STORIES
Class Hope have got stuck into their
#teamgreen project scoping out the
woodland and compiling a list of
improvements (including the suggestion of
a hot tub!) ready to start transforming the
area over the next few months. We have
also been exploring poetry and composed
a class limerick...
There once was a man from the
mooooooon
Who didn't know how to use a spoon
He floated in space
And had a purple face
People thought he looked like a balloon!

Staff STARS of the week:
Jimmy Long for looking after us all and
making our school a nice place to be
every single day
Laura Wilton for always being consistent
and willing to help.
John Stafford for all his hard work
developing our careers strategy and
supporting students on work experience

The year 11s have successfully completed their first trial recipe. Special mentions for Alfie
Davern, Joni Best, Mason Hill, Zak Forsyth and Leighton Temple for demonstrating a
mature attitude towards their food studies and producing work to a very high standard.
Mr Worsley is very proud!

Our overview of themes for the rest of this term:
Week
beginning

Assembly topic

02 / 12 / 19

Tackling age and
disability
discrimination

09 / 12 / 19

Student Leadership

16 / 12 / 19

Celebration
Assembly

Careers news:

Value of the week

Personal
Development
topic

We all laugh with each
other, always showing
kindness and respect to
others.

Rights and
Responsibilities

We give everyone a
voice, listening
responsibly.

Human rights

We are determined to
get it rights; when we
haven’t, we reflect on
our actions and repair
relationships.

Community
cohesion

You can make
donations to
#missionchristmas at
Meadow Park School!
This is an amazing
charity which will help
make Christmas really
special for local

families... Please help!

'A huge congratulations to
Patsy Maguire, Fabian
Kirkwood, Kallon Wishart
and Lauren Condron for
completing their work
placement at the HMRC!
Mrs Booth from HMRC has
been so impressed with the
behaviour and the work
ethic of our students. Mrs
Booth also said that she
believes our students will be
perfect candidates for the
HMRC apprenticeship.'
To celebrate 20 years of
supporting school breakfast
clubs, Kellogg’s has awarded
us £1,000 to enhance the club
and help feed children in the
morning. Thank you Kellogg’s

